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Abstract 
This artide deals with the bankruptcy problem. Three main questions 

are tackled in this research work. Firstly, we consider the property rights 
reallocation problem. Secondly, we analyze the question of the refinancing 
cost of the distressed firm under the hypothesis of a new debt financing 
to face the lack of equity financing. Thirdly, we wonder about the length 
of the renegotiation period and how it impacts the debt refinancing 
conditions. We suggest founding the reallocation of property rights, debt 
rights are suppo ed to be exchanged for equity rights, on the marginal 
contribution of new owners (initially debt-holders) in the reorganization 
process. We do not base this reallocation on the seniority degree of the old 
claims or on the relative debt corresponding to the status of initial daimer. 
Thus, we propose to use the Shapley value which is based on the marginal 
contributions of new shareholders. The analysis points out that the 
refinancing rate depends on the expected economic profitability and on 
the synergy effect generated by the new shareholders. 

I. Introduction 
TO SOLVE ITS problems, the firm in financial distress has to choose 

between formal bankruptcy procedures or informal renegotiation 
processes . In lot of countries, formal procedures lead to frequent 
liquidations (in more than 90 % of the cases in France, for instance)1

. That 
can be a reason, for the debtor-in-place and the main creditors, to engage 
the firm in an informal renegotiation process if the reorganization value 
is positive. Another rationale for pursuing informal renegotiations comes 
from the fact, as underlined by Couret and ali. (1995), that such processes 
are more adaptable. 
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The first goal of this article is to analyze the conditions under which an 
informal debt renegotiation of the financially distressed firm is possible2

• 

The second goal is to study, when an equity financing is not sufficient, the 
conditions under which the firm can be refinanced by debt (the underlying 
question is to determine the policy of refinancing rates that creditors can 
apply under reorganization). From the academic point of view, these questions 
are important because if research works on formal bankruptcy are numerous, 
those on informal solutions are rarer. From the managerial point of view, the 
topic of this paper deals with very concrete questions as how to share the 
rescuing cost of the distressed firm between clairnholders or under which 
conditions can be financed the activity of the reorganized firm? 

To analyze the conditions under which an informal renegotiation could 
lead to the firm rescue, we consider three types of questions. Firstly, the 
renegotiation implies to share the rescuing cost between clairnholders, to 
take a reallocation decision of the property rights and to take a 
reorganization decision (or a liquidation one if the reorganization is not 
possible). In the framework of an informal renegotiation3, we implicitly 
assume that this decision will belong to new shareholders4, depending on 
their anticipations on firm's perspectives. So, in our analysis, the main 
questions are about the sharing rule concerning the rescuing cost and the 
reallocation decision of property rights in the reorganizing firm. If we could 
opt for a reallocation of property rights based on the Shapley value, under 
which conditions a firm anticipated rescue would be possible? Secondly, 
to achieve the firm rescue, the reallocation of property rights is not sufficient. 
The firm will probably need some new financing resources. So under which 
conditions could the firm be refinanced if we assume it seeks a new debt 
financing? Thirdly, in margin of these two main questions, we could imagine 
that time plays a crucial role in the success of the firm rescue. So, what would be 
consequences of delaying the renegotiation exit on success probability of the 
firm rescue and on conditions under which its refinancing would be possible? 

The decision to reorganize or to liquidate the firm, on one side, and the 
reallocation decision of property rights, on the other side, are considered by 
Hart (2000) as the two main aspects of the reorganization process. One of the 
major contributions of our article is to point out a third essential aspect: 
under which conditions can the reorganizing firm be equipped with a new 
debt financing by creditors? To discuss this question, we will introduce the 
concepts of viability and precariousness of the reorganized firm. Our analysis 
makes appear two situations in the reorganization process. In the first one, 
the firm will be in a viability state, but a precarious viability. In the second 
one, it will be in a non precarious viability state. The firm will be considered 
as viable if the debt refinancing cost does not exceed the expected economic 
profitability. But, the viability situation will be analyzed as a precarious one 
if the refinancing cost exceeds a threshold (called the floor rate, in this case) 
defined as the product of the expected economic profitability by the synergy 
rate (synergy and synergy rate concepts will be defined infra). On the contrary, 
the viability situation will not be seen as precarious if the refinancing cost 
does not exceed this threshold (called ceiling rate, in this case). 
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There exist three possibilities about the decision to liquidate or to 
reorganize. The first possibility consists to sell the assets by auction. Bids 
can be made in cash or not (non cash bids), in the spirit of Aghion, Hart and 
Moore (1992). For instance, the debtor-in-place can make a bid with a mix of 
cash payments, debt and equity to creditors. Following that, creditors make 
a formal vote to select their preferred bid. The principle of vote is to grant 
creditors with rights according to their rank in the absolute priority order. 
The second possibility consists to give the firm control to a bankruptcy 
professional5 (supervisor, judge ... ) which will be in charge, on one side, to 
opt for the best solution (liquidation or reorganization) and, on the other 
side, to implement this solution after a vote (or not, depending on the legal 
framework) by a majority of claimers. The third solution consists to leave 
shareholders the decision power to reorganize the firm or not. The idea is to 
change all the claims into property rights and to proceed to a formal vote on 
the reorganization decision. In other words, the idea is to leave standard 
governance rules be applied as a solution to the financial distress problem. 
Our work comes within this conceptual framework. 

This type of solution implies to think about the way to reallocate property 
rights in the reorganizing firm. Bebchuk (1988) propose to found this 
reallocation on the use of options with respect to the absolute priority order. 
In this model, senior creditors receive all the shares of the reorganized firm. 
Junior creditors receive options to purchase seniors' shares on a pro rata 
basis. But, this proposition suffers from the fact that this system would imply 
new cash infusions from the former creditors. 

A contribution of our article is to propose a reallocation solution of 
property rights based on the synergy concept. According to this concept, 
every claimholder can accept to reduce its expectations (in terms of 
profitability or reimbursement level) so as to achieve an agreement for the 
firm rescue. The synergy concept underlines the idea that every claimholder 
can bring a contribution in the project to avoid the firm liquidation. It points 
out the idea of the marginal contribution of each claimer to the different 
coalitions of creditors leading to a reorganization solution, more than the 
status of former creditor, the weight of its relative debt or its rank in the 
absolute priority order. 

A last contribution of this research work consists in the analysis of the 
time factor on the renegotiation exit. There exist different ways to reallocate 
property rights in the reorganizing firm. For instance, we could opt for a 
reallocation mode based on the absolute priority order. But, some other 
reallocation modes are possible. Before the reallocation decision, every 
claimholder could defend a more favorable reallocation mode so as to preserve 
its interests. Such a behavior could lead to lasting discussions about the best 
reallocation mode. During this time, as it will be shown in the article, the 
success probability of the firm rescue decreases. The more the renegotiation 
period lasts, the less the synergy will be, because creditors lost, during this 
time, alternative investments opportunities, that implies enhancement of 
refinancing rates. 
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In literature, two questions often arise about informal renegotiations. 
The first question consists to underline the fact that in such processes there 
is no automatic stay (as in formal procedures) so as to avoid individual 
proceedings from some creditors. This problem is known as the 'common 
pool problem'. In our work this problem does not exist because the expected 
outcome of the non liquidation strategy exceeds the expected outcome of 
other alternative investments (as it is formalized, in this paper, in the non 
liquidation condition). Consequently, creditors do not have incentives to 
engage in individual proceedings. The second question, comes from Gertner 
and Scharfstein (1991). It is known as the 'hold out problem'. Some creditors 
could be incited to not enter in a renegotiation so as to benefit from its success 
(if an agreement is reached) without sharing its cost. In our article, the unique 
possible partition of creditors is the large coalition (that is, a coalition of all 
the claimers). Other partitions do not result in a best solution because the 
analysis comes in the framework of a suradditive cooperative game. 
Consequently, in our analysis, there is no 'hold out problem' . 

We will present, in a second section, notations conventions and 
definitions used. Then, in a third section, we will expose the renegotiation 
model based on the Shapley value. We will analyze the conditions under 
which a non liquidation is possible. We also will expose the two situations 
of viability, precarious or not precarious. We will conclude in a fourth section. 
Finally, in annex, we will propose a definition of the equity financing 
profitability and two numerical examples integrating the conditions under 
which the firm rescue is possible. The first example deals with an anticipated 
renegotiation. The second example, based on the first one, treats about a 
lasting renegotiation. We also propose, at the end of the annex, a table to 
summarize the results of the model. 

II. Notations and Definitions 
The aim of this section is to present the different notations and definitions 

used in the renegotiation model based on the Shapley value. 

2.1 Notations 
We will note 

N {l,2,3, .. . ,i, ... ,n }, the set of the firm's creditors, with cardinal of N 
equal ton (card (N) = n); 

R P; the expected reimbursement from the distressed firm to the creditor i ; 
R e; the effective reimbursement already perceived by the creditor i; 

R•N = f R;, the effective reimbursement of the large coalition which is 
o=l 

equal to the sum of individual effective reimbursements; 
RP N' the expected reimbursement from the distressed firm to the large 

coalition composed by all the creditors. 
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To understand the signification of R~, consider two creditors i and j. 
Suppose that the creditor i accepts to lend an amount C against an interest 
rate equal to r; and that the creditor j grants a loan for the same amount, 
against a cost r .. Under these conditions, the expected reimbursement of i is 
equal to R; = C(l + r). The expected reimbursement of j is equal to Rf = C(l + 
r.). So, the total of individual reimbursements is RP+ RP= C(2 + r. + r.). 

} I } I } 

If the creditors i and j decide to form a coalition S = { i, j} then, they will 
have to define a new offer based on an interest rate resulting from a trade-off 
between the former financing policies. Suppose that r; ~ rJ' then the new 

policy should propose an interest rate of r such as r; ~ r ~ ri with r = qr;+ 
ar. and such as: if r. ~ r. then with a~ a. The idea is that the new financing 

1 L ' I ' J 
policy will more resemble to the policy of the creditor which offered the 
lowest interest rate. We suppose here that a reduction of the credit cost will 
be largely compensated by an enhancement of the credit demand (price 
elasticity of credit is higher than one: if the credit cost diminishes from 1 %, 
then credit demand raises for more than 1 % ). Such a credit policy would 
allow to provide easier the necessary funds to rescue the firm, in offering a 
lower financing cost (so as to facilitate the continuation). This would imply 
that the expected reimbursement of the coalition S = { i, j}, would be less than 
the total of the expected individual reimbursements. Formally, we have: R; + 

Rf = C(2 + r; + r) ~C(l + r ). Generally, if creditors decide to form the coalition 

N, we will have: vs C N, Rt ~ L Rr The idea is that the expected 
ScN 

reimbursement of the coalition N is lower than the total of expected 
reimbursements of different possible under-coalitions. 

2.2 Definitions 
2.2.1 Definition 1 : The bid of the creditor i 

Suppose that, in the aim to avoid a liquidation, the creditor i can make a 
purchasing offer c({i)), that is to accept to change its claims in property rights. 
This bid is defined as the difference between the contractual expected 
reimbursement and the effective reimbursement: c({ i}) = R; - R~. The individual 
bid of the creditor i can be interpreted as a new contribution to restart the 
firm. It represents the investment cost of the creditor i. It can also be interpreted 
as a regret, that is, the renunciation of the creditor i to recover the expected 
reimbursement. 

2.2.2 Definition 2: The bid of the whole creditors ofN 
Consider now the set of all the creditors brought together in the large 

coalition The bid c(N) of the large coalition is defined as the difference between 
the expected reimbursement and the effective reimbursement: c({N}) = RP N - R' N' 

This value expresses the global rescuing cost of the distressed firm. As 

Rt ~ L Rf, the bid oflargecoalitionis such as c(N) ~ L c(S): the coalition 
ScN ScN 

implies a reduction of the rescuing cost. 
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These definitions and nota tions will be useful in the next section, which 
propose a debt renegotiation model of the distressed firm. 

III. DEBT Renegotiation Model of the Financially Distressed Firm Based 
on the Shapley Value 

The aim of this section is, on one side, to expose hypothesis of the model 
and the Shapley value, on the over side, to determine the non liquidation 
conditions and the bivalent policy of refinancing rates that could be applied 
to the distressed firm. 

3.1 The hypothesis of the renegotiation model based on the Shapley value 
3.1.1 Hypothesis HO

1 

We assume that the renegotiation takes place in the framework of a 
cooperative game (N, c) which is a transferable utility game. We will consider 
that the game (N, c) is suradditive. 

In this analysis, the suradditivity comes from a synergy effect implied by 
a common credit policy which is characterized by a lower financing rate 
(lower than the initial contractual financing rates); the common policy leading 
to a decrease in the expected reimbursement. 

The characteristic function is defined as follows 

c : P(N) ➔ ~ and c(0) = 0 

in which P(N) is the set of all the parties of N 

The game (N, c) is suradditive if and only if 

VS, Tc N , 5 nT = 0 ⇒ c(SuT) ~ c(S)+ c(T) . 

1he interpretation is as follows. The members of the set can have profitable 
economic activities. If the member of the coalition 5 decide to cooperate, then 
they can achieve the common cost c(S). c(S) is the common cost (the common 
bid) guaranteed by the coalition 5. We will note c({il) the guaranteed cost (the 
individual bid) of the agent {i} if he decide to work alone. We assume that if the 
coalition Sis formed and achieve a cost c(S) then c(S) will have to be shared 
between the members of 5. We also assume that each member of N has a perfect 
knowledge of the function c (that is the bid of all the possible coalitions). 

3.1.2 Hypothesis HO
2 

We assume that the common cost (the common bid) c(N) is shared following 
the Shapley rule. In our mind, this hypothesis is used to underline the role of 
the marginal contribution of each creditor in the firm reorganization6

. 

3.1.3 Hypothesis H0
3 

The more the renegotiation exit is delayed, the more the common bid 
rises. The renegotiation can last because of discussions, for instance, about 
how to share the rescuing cost. Some creditors could defend a sharing rule 
based on the absolute priority order, or on the relative debt. Some other could 
prefer a sharing rule based on the marginal contribution (Shapley). We also 
could imagine some other sharing rules. 
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The more the recovery of the expected reimbursement is delayed, the 
more the regret is high because there exists a loss, during this time, 
corresponding to the profitability of an investment that would have to be 
realized with this amount (opportunity cost). 

So, consider that the expected reimbursement at the date t + 1 is higher 
than the expected reimbursement at the date t, that is (RP N)i+i > (RP N), Vt E {tO' 
t
1
, .... , tk' .... , t,, ), where t

0 
represent the date for which the renegotiation takes 

place immediately and t,,, the date for which the renegotiation is stopped 
(there is no solution that can be acceptable by everyone). At t,., each claimer 
would only recover its individual bid enhanced by the opportunity cost born 
following the fact the expected reimbursement has not been invested between 
t0 and t" 

Note c,(N), the bid at the date t. c
1
(N) is depending on the expected 

dc1(N) 
reimbursement such as: c1(N) = f((W N),) = (RP N),-R•N withf'= d(R~ ), > 0. 

The interpretation is as follows . The more time passes, the more the expected 
reimbursement is high and the regret (the bid) is high. 

Moreover, we will accept that: c
1
(S) ➔ LC1 ({il), VS c N, when t ➔ t

11
• This 

ieS 

expresses that the more time passes tendering to a date for which no solution 
will be acceptable by no claimer, the more the global bid for a coalition Swill 
be similar to the sum of individual bids of members of the coalition S. 

3.1.4 Hypothesis HO
4 

We assume that the probability for a creditor to integer the coalition Sat 
the position tis the same for all the members of the large coalition N = {1, 2, .... , 
n -1, n}. The idea is that each creditor could request other creditors to integer 
the renegotiation process. Consequently, the rank of a creditor in a coalition 
is randomly determined. 

3.1.5 Hypothesis HO
5 

When a creditor integers the coalition S after the other creditors forming 
S, he benefits from an outcome equal to its marginal contribution, that is 
c(Su{i}) - c(S) = c(T - {il) - c(T)) which represents its requirement so as to 
participate to the coalition T = Su{i}. 

3.2 The Shapley Value 
The Shapley value of a creditor i, noted , is equal to the mathematical 

expectancy of its requirements: 'l';(c)=~PA where e; = c(Su{il) - c(S) 
iES 

£th di · d s !(n -s -l)! th b bil ' expresses requirement o e ere ·tor I an p. = ---''------'- e pro a 1ty 
I n! 

of this requirement. 
© Indian Institute of Finance 
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"""' s 1(n- s -1) 1 
Wealsohave 'P;(c)= L,p,e; · · [c(Su{i})- c(S)l. 

Sc N n! 
,es 

The Shapley value 'P; ( c) of a creditor i can be viewed as the average 
requirement of this creditor in the game (N, c): it is the mathematical 
expectancy of a random gain ( or a reduction of costs). We call Shapley value 

of the game (N, c), the vector noted <p(_ c) =( 'P; ( c)) ie N where 'P; ( c) is the part of 
the creditor i. 

3.3 Solution of the renegotiation model based on Shapley value 
We propose a solution of the renegotiation model based on the conditions 

under which the creditors could consider to not liquidate the distressed firm; 
its rescue appearing as a better alternative. 

The reorganization is possible under three conditions: the incentive 
condition, the participation condition and the non-liquidation condition. 
The incentive and participation conditions are necessary but not sufficient 
to avoid the liquidation of the distressed firm. 

3.3.1 Incentive condition 
Note the bid of the creditori following a sharing based on the Shapley 

rule. A creditor will be incited to accept a renegotiation if: 

9";(c) ~ c({i}) Vi EN (1) 

The idea is that the bid of the creditor i within the framework of the large 
coalition is better than the bid he could make alone. The cost born by the 
creditor i is reduced if he participates to the large coalition. 

3.3.2 Participation condition 
Note 'P; (c) RF', the expected profitability of equity financing7

• Suppose 

that the income of the creditor i is equal to RA"; = 'P;(c) RF', the participation 
condition is as follows : 

(2) 

r expresses the interest rate for which players can borrow or lend on financial 
market. The idea is that a creditor will be incited to participate to the firm 
reorganization if the expected profitability of equity financing exceeds the 
interest rate he could benefit in investing on financial markets an amount 
equivalent to the bid guaranteed within the large coalition. 

3.3.3 Non-liquidation condition 
When cooperation is possible (because the game is suradditive) an 

important question is to determine if costs saved thanks to the reorganization 
process, resulting from a new policy of financing rate, should be allowed for 
a part to employees. To avoid a liquidation, should we wait from creditors to 
benefit from an income equal to the equivalent investment of their individual 
bid on financial markets if the cooperation would be impossible, or to only 
verify their participation condition (in this case, employees would benefit 
from the cooperation without generating a cost reduction)? 

© Indian Ins titute of Finance 
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We can think that informal renegotiations are often confidential. When 
the informal process is a success, creditors benefit from a cost reduction 

equal to (c({il) - IP;(c)). But, we also can think that creditors act as their 

contributions would be IP; ( c) = c({ i)), that is as if the game were inessential. 

So, requirements of each creditor i will exceed the participation constraint. 

Each creditor will compare its income RA~= IP; ( c) RF' to the investment of its 

individual bid c({il) on financial markets (with an interest rate equal tor) as 
if the game was inessential instead of making the comparison to the 
investment of its bid as defined by the Shapley rule (when the game is 
surraditive). 

Formally, the individual non liquidation condition is as follows: 

(3) 

For all creditors, this condition is : 

11 n n n L RF a IP; (c) 2: L rc({i}) ¢:::> Rr LIP; (c) ~ r L c({i}) 
i=l i=l i=l i=l 

II 

RF "c(N) ~ r L c({i}) (4) 
i=l 

3.3.4 Non liquidation condition and refinancing mode of the firm 
Imagine that equity financing is not sufficient for the firm continuation. 

Which condition should verify the leverage ratio ( debt to equity ratio) in the 
aim to allow a non liquidation strategy? 

3.3.4.1 Condition verified by the leverage ratio in a non liquidation case 
Remember that, for thew hole creditors, the non liquidation condition is 

( as given in equation ( 4)) 

ll 

RF"c(N) ~ r L c({i}) 
i=l 

The expected profitability of equity financing is8 as follows: 

(5) 
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After substitution of equation (5) in equation (4), we have: 

n 

Ic({i}) 
D 1 _ > -r-------. r -'-i=--=l __ 

FP - (RE" -r) c(N) 
-RE" 

withc(N)ct0 (R E" - r)cto (6) 

If c(N) = 0, synergy would be infinite. This would not be realistic . 
If (RE" - r) = 0, then the firm reorganization presents no interest because : RE" 
= r. Why would we seek a reorganization if an investment on financial 
markets generating an equivalent income is possible? 

The inequality (equation) expresses the condition that should be verified 
by the leverage ratio, that is the financial structure of the reorganized firm, so 
as to avoid a liquidation. 

3.3.4.2 Interpretation of the condition verified by the leverage ratio 
There are two parts in the condition equation (6) on the right-hand side: 

1 
The first part on the right-hand (RE" _ r) side expresses the inverse of 

the profitability 

n 

I c({i}) 
r i=l -RE" 

- The second part on the right-hand side c(N) , integers 

three components: 

i. r which expresses the investment or refinancing rate on financial markets 

ii. 
c(N) 

n 
which is the ratio of the large coalition bid to the total 

I c({i}) 
i=l 

individual bids. We will define this ratio as the synergy rate generated 
by creditors during the reorganization process. In condition (3.3.6), we 
consider the inverse of the synergy ratio 

ill. RE" expresses the expected economic profitability 
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The interpretation of the condition (6) is as follows: a non liquidation 
strategy is possible if the leverage ratio exceed the product of the profitability 
inverse by the difference between the synergy rate inverse, weighted by the 
refinancing rate, and the expected economic profitability. 

3.3.4.3Analysis of the condition verified by the leverage ratio 
Consider inequality (equation) Outlined again below 

-RE° 
withc(N)=.t0 (RE a -r)=.tO 

D 
As D ~ O and FP > 0 (because the firm is recapitalized), FP ~ 0 then . 

This results in two situations9 : 

" 

i. 

I: c({i}) 
1 ...,_i-=1~_ 

Situation 1 : (RE a _ r) r c(N) 

II 

ii. 

I:c({i}) 
1 ...:..i=--=l~_ 

Situation 2 : (RE a _ r) r c(N) 

First, consider the situation 1 

n ll 

1:c({i}) 1:c({i}) 
case 1.1 : r i=l - RE a ~ 0 or case 1. 2 : 

c(N) 
r i=l -Re ::; 0 

c(N) 
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n 

L c({i}) 
Examine the case 1.1 : r i=l - RE" ~ O 

c(N) 

R E" > r 
n 

I c({i}) 
r i=l - RE" ~ 0 <=> r ~ 

c(N) 
c(N) RE" 

n 

L c({i}) 
(7) 

i=l 

The interpretation of the condition equation (7) is as follows : a financing 
mode compatible with the non liquidation strategy is such as the refinancing 
cost exceed the expected economic profitability RE" weighted by the synergy 

c(N) 
rate 

11 

I c({i}) 
i=l 

II 

Examine the case 1.2 : L c({i}) 
r i=l -RE" $ 0 

c(N) 

1 
If {RE" _ r) < 0 <=> RE" < r :, then the profitability of an investment on 

financial markets exceeds the equity expected profitability of the reorganized 
firm. Consequently, the firm rescue is not profitable. The best strategy is to 
opt for a debt financing equal to zero. But, even in this case, the equity expected 
profitability which is equal, for a financing structure without debt, to the 
expected economic profitability, is lower than the profitability of an investment 
on financial markets. So, the liquidation cannot be avoided. 
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Consider now the situation 2 

n n 

L c({i}) L c({i}) 
case 2. 1: r _i=--'1-

c(N) 
RE° ~ 0 or case 2.2 : r i= l - RE a ~ O 

c(N) 

1 >0 
(RE" -r) 

Examine the case 2.1 : 

[

rtc({i}) RE•] ~o 
c(N) 

~ 

n 

L c{{i}) 
r i=l 

c(N) 
RE°~ 0 ~ r ~ c(N) RE° 

n 

L c({i}) 
(8) 

i=1 

The interpretation of the inequality equation (8) in the case 2.1, is the 
same as the inequality equation (7) in the case 1.1. 

n 

Examine the case 2.2 : L c({i}) 
r i=l 

c(N) 

The interpretation is the same as in the case 1.2. 
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3.3.4.4 Interpretation of the viability conditions for a non liquidation strategy 
Inequalities equation (7) and equation (8) express the viability and 

precariousness conditions for a non liquidation strategy. 

i. Viability and non precariousness of the non liquidation strategy : 
inequality equation (8) 

The non liquidation strategy will be considered as viable because 
the expected economic profitability RE" exceed the refinancing cost 
(r): RE" > r. Moreover, the non liquidation strategy is not precarious 
because the refinancing rate is lesser than the expected economic 

c(N) a 

profitability weighted by the synergy rate : r ~ n RE a 
:Ic({i}) 
i=l 

In this non precarious case, the maximal value of the refinancing 

_ c(N) a 

cost, under the non liquidation strategy, is rmax = n RE which 
:Ic({i}) 
i=l 

expresses the refinancing ceiling rate. 
ii . Viability and precariousness of the non liquidation strategy : 

inequality equation (7) 
As in the previous case, the non liquidation strategy is considered as 
viable because the expected economic profitability (RP) exceeds the 
refinancing rate (r) . Nevertheless, this strategy can be considered as 
precarious because the refinancing rate exceeds, this time, the 
expected economic profitability weighted by the synergy 

rate: r :::>: c(N) RE° 
n 

:Ic({i}) 
i=l 

In this case, the minimum value of the refinancing rate is 

c(N) 
n 

Ic({i}) which expresses the floor refinancing rate. 
i=l 

This situation could be explained by a bad notation of the firm on 
financial markets, resulting in a relative higher risk premium (that is 
an increase of the refinancing rate). But, the more the refinancing 
cost is high, the more the reorganized firm has to require a higher 
profitability from employees. So, the non liquidation strategy could 
not last, in this case, because employees could experience some 
difficulties to maintain relative high performances during a long 
period. 
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n 

Note that, in the two situations of viability, as c(N) ~ 2,c({il), the 
i=l 

Tl 

more c(N) is lower than Lc({il), the more the reorganization is 
i=l 

possible and the more the refinancing rate (floor rate or ceiling rate) 
is low and thus, the more the equity expected profitability increases 10

• 

So, the more synergy is high, the more f is low. 

iii. Role of time 
Renegotiations can last because of differences in the way to share 
the rescuing cost; the vision based on the absolute priority order 
could be opposed to the vision funded on marginal contributions. 
Some others sharing rules could be imagined (and thus discussed 
between creditors). Discussions about the different ways to share 
the rescuing cost could so explain why negotiations can last. 
The time factor plays an essential role because the more the 
renegotiation is late, the less the synergy will be (creditors do not 
benefit, during this delay, from other investment opportunities)n. 
A late reorganization leads to a higher common bid and thus, to a 

~ c(N) a 
higher refinancing cost r = 11 RE . In these conditions, the 

2:c({i}) 
i=l 

threshold rate (floor or ceiling rate) will be nearer and nearer from the 
expected economic profitability. 
A non late reorganization leads to lower common bid and threshold 
rate. Thus, this situation implies a rate relatively lower than the 
expected economic profitability. 

This could signify that a late reorganization could tend to enhance 
refinancing rates because lenders would feel some distrust about the distressed 
firm when reorganization is delayed. They could decide to offer funds against 
higher interest rates so as to preserve themselves against a default risk 

IV. Conclusion 
Sometimes, firms strike financial difficulties which could result in 

bankruptcy. A type of solutions consists in ex-post formal reorganization or 
liquidation. Another type of solution consists in ex-ante informal discussions 
between creditors and debtor-in-place so as to avoid, if possible, a liquidation. 
One of the aims of this article is to derive the necessary and sufficient 
conditions to implement a reorganization, in such a framework. 

The first minimal condition for the firm rescue lies on the necessity, for 
the reorganization, to generate a costs reduction when creditors decide to 
cooperate in the aim to save the distressed firm. In this spirit, we have 
analyzed the firm reorganization in the framework of a suradditive 
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cooperative game in which the large coalition proposes the best bid 
(compared to the other possible coalitions). If such a costs reduction is 
possible, the following question deals with the manner to share it. We have 
proposed a sharing process based on the Shapley value in which property 
rights allocated to the new shareholders depend on their marginal 
contributions to the firm rescue. 

After the property rights reallocation, our work led to the analysis of 
three conditions to avoid the firm liquidation: incentive, participation and 
non liquidation conditions. These conditions are necessary but only the last 
one is sufficient to the firm rescue. 

Effectively, the analysis of the relation between the leverage ratio and the 
non liquidation condition shows that there exists two situations of viability 
concerning the reorganized firm. In the first situation, the viability seems to 
be precarious because creditors require a relatively high refinancing rate 
(similar to those of pension funds). Such requirements could imply a 
liquidation in the future because employees would strike some difficulties to 
keep on relatively high performances during a long period. In the second 
situation, the viability appears to be non precarious because refinancing 
requirements are not as high as in the first situation. 

Our analysis also underlines the fact that the refinancing rate 
depends on the expected economic profitability and on the synergy rate 
generated by creditors. It points out that an augmentation of the renegotiation 
delay would imply an increase in the refinancing rate. 

In this analysis, we used the framework of a cooperative suradditive 
game which implies a reduction of the common bid. We proposed a 
reallocation of property rights based on the Shapley rule. But, some other 
sharing rules could be proposed. Nevertheless, the resolution of the 
renegotiation model would keep the same dynamic based on incentives, 
participation and non liquidation conditions, leading to a bivalent policy of 
refinancing rate. 

Notes 
1 This is often paradoxical because, like in France, the aim of law can be to favor the 

firm rescue. But, friendly-debtor bankruptcy codes often fail in the achievement of 
such a goal. 

2 In some countries, the bankruptcy code seeks to favor informal reorganizations. It 
is the case in France (the law has been recently overhauled, in 2005 and 2008), for 
instance, with the procedures named 'mandat ad hoc' and 'conciliation '. For an overview 
on the consequences of the bankruptcy law reform in France, see Favario (2009) and 
Saintourens (2009) Moreover, studies show that informal renegotiations are often 
used to prepare an agreement between claimholders that will be ratified under an 
accelerated formal procedure, like in the United-States in which prepackaged 
bankruptcies are numerous, see Tashjian, Lease and Mc Connell (1996) . 

3 For a recent renegotiation model in relation with the orientation (debtor or creditors
friendly) of the bankruptcy system, see Chopard and Langlais (2009). 
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4 It wou ld not be necessary the case in the framework of a forma l procedure . 
Depending on the countries, the role of the different claimholders is quite different. 
In France, for instance, this decision be longs to a bankruptcy judge. That can be 
another rationale for the claimholders to avoid a formal procedure. 

5 See, for instance, Whjte (1994) for an analysis of bankruptcy syste ms in United
States and Europe, or Fi sher and Martel (1999) concerrung the Canadian law. See 
Bienvenu (2006, 2008) for a desc ription of the bankruptcy procedures in France. For 
empirical studies on formal procedures in Uruted-States, see Morrison (2007), Weiss 
and Capkun (2007) . For a stud y in France, see Chopard, Guigou , Fimayer and 
Blazy (2007). 

6 ln our ana lys is, the property rights are funded on the basis of the marginal 
contributfon of each claimer. This vision of the bankruptcy process is different from 
the point of view of Aghion, Hart and Moore (1992). For them, the reallocation of 
property rights has to be based on the ab olute priority order. 

7 See Annexure I for a definjtion of the expected profitabiUty of eqwty financing that 
we u e . 

8 See Annexure I 

9 Cons ider two values x a nd y s uch as {
x~ O 

> , we can fa ce two situations x_y 

a) x ~ y with y ~ 0 

b) x ~ y with y !> 0 
10 See append ix 1. 
11 See exa mpl e 2, Annexure II. 
12 Anothe r ma nner to calculate the Shap ley va lue is to use the Shapley formula : 

rp; (v)= L (1- l)!(11-1)! [v(T)-v(T- {i})] 
TcN n! 
iET 
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Annexurel 
The notion of equity expected profitability 

To ana lyze the relation between the non liquidation condition and the leverage ratio, 
we used the well-known leverage relation 

RF= RE+ (RE-r)_p_ 
FP 

wehre, RF expresses the equity expected profitability ; 
RE represents the economic expected profitability ; 
r represents the refinancing rate; 

D 
FP expresses the debt to equity ratio . 

Annexure II 
Two numerical examples on reorganization 

A2.l A numerical example in the hypothesis of a non late reorgan ization 

Consider N = {1,2,3} , the creditors set of the distressed firm, with bids such as 

c({l}) = 10, c({2}) =15, c({3}) = 5, c({l,2}) = 20, c({l,3}) = 10, c({2,3}) = 15 and 

c({l,2,3}) = 24. 

To calculate12 the Shapley value, we begin to determine the creditors' requirements. 
For the creditor 1, we have 

c({2,1})-c({2}) = 20-15 = 5: coalition {1,2} leads to save up costs thanks to 
the integration of the creditor 1 in the coalition. This costs reduction (marginal gain) 
is appropriated by the creditor 1 (maximal requirement). For instance, in our analysis 
this would implies the attribution of cheaper equities to the creditor 1 in the 
reorganization process. 
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- c({3,1})-c({3})=10-5=5 

- c({2,3,1})-c( {2,3}) = 24 - 15 = 9 ; the coa lition of credi tors 1, 2 a nd 3 lead to a 
better result than the coa lition of creditors 2 and 3, on one sid e, and the coal ition of 
creditor 1, on the other side. 
For the credi tor 2, we obtain: 

- c({l,2})- c({l}) = 20-10 = 10 

- c({3,2}) -c({3}) = 15-5 = 10 

- c({l,3,2})-c({l,3})=24-10=14 
- For the creditor 3, we have: 

- c({l,3,2})- c({l,3}) = 24 - 10 = 14 c({l,3})- c({l}) = 10-10 = 0 

- c({l,2,3}) -c({l,2}) = 24-20 = 4 c({2,3})- c({2}) = 15-15 = 0 
So, we obtain the fo llowing table (fa ble Al) 

Table Al 
A Numerical Example in the Hypothesis of a non Late Reorganization 

Coalition composition Creditors' requirements levels: e
1 

Probabilities 
order (permutation) 
N = {l,2,3} 

{1} {2} 

(123) c({1})-c(0)=10 c({l, 2}) -c({l}) = 10 

(231) c({l, 2,3}J -c({2,3}J = 9 c({2})-c({0}J = 15 

(312) c({3, l}J-c({3}) = 5 c({l, 2,3})-c({l,3}) =14 

(321) c({l, 2,3}J-c({2,3}) = 9 c({3, 2})- c({3}J = 10 

(213) c({2, 1})- c({2}) = 5 c({2}J-c(0)=15 

(232) c({1})- c(0) = 10 c({l, 2,3})-c({l, 3}) = 14 

6 

48 =8 78 =13 ¢,(c) = L P,e, 
••I 6 6 

Note : A numerical example in the hypothesis 
Source : Self Computed 

{3} 

c({l, 2, 3})-c({l, 2}) = 4 

c({3, 2})-c({2}) = 0 

c({3}) -c(0)=5 

c({3} )-c(0) =5 

c({l, 2,3})- c({l, 2}) = 4 

c({3, 1})- c({l}) = 0 

18 =3 
6 

The Shapley value is the vector (tp1 (c),tp2 (c),tp3(c)) such as 

48 
IA_(c) =- = 8 < c({l}) = 10 

6 
78 

(f)-i(c) =- = 13 < c({2})= 15 
6 
18 

~(c) =- = 3 < c({3}) = 5 
6 

- The incentive condition is verified. We have: tp;(c) < c({i}) Vi = 1,2,3. 
- The participation condition is verified if: 

RF a<p;(c)'2:r<p;(c)~RF" '2:r 

3 

1/6 

1/6 

1/6 

1/6 

1/6 

1/6 

- Knowing that L c({i}) = 30 and c(N) = 24, the non liquidation condition is such as 
i=l 
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3 

3 Ic({i}) 30 s 
RF"c(N) ~ ri c({i}) ¢::>RF" ~ r •=1 ~ r - =- r 

i=l c(N) 24 4 

= 1.25r = r(1 + 25 %) 

The equity expected profitability would have to exceed 1,25 times the re financing 
cost r. 

The relation between the non liquidation condition and the leverage ratio leads to 
two s ituations of viability if we follow a non liquidation stra tegy: 
A viable and non precarious non liquidation strategy: 

r~ /(N) RE'= ± RE' = O.BRE' 
Ic({i}) s 
i=l 

The refinancing cos t cannot exceed 80 % of the economic exp ected profitability. In 
other words, the maximum refinancing rate (ceiling rate) is equal to 80 % of the 
economic expected profitability: 

c(N) 
3 RE = O.BRE' 

I:c({i}) 
i=l 

A viable but precarious non liquidation strategy 

- c(N) RE" = 0.8 RE" 
rmaxl = 3 

Ic({i}) 
i=l 

A viable but precarious non liquidation strategy 

r> c(N) RE " =!RE"=OBRE" 
- 3 5 . 
I c(til) 
i= l 

The refinancing cost exceeds 80% of the economic expected profitability, leading to 
require from employees a higher profitability; such requirements rising up with the 
refinancing cost. Such a situation is probably not sustainable on a long period explaining 
why the reorganization is precarious. In this case, the minimal value of the refinancing 
cost (floor rate) is: 

c(N) 
3 RE'= O.BRE' 

Ic({i}) 
i=l 

A.2.2 A numerical example in the hypothesis of a late reorganization 
This example is built from the previous one on the basis of the hypothesis 3 of the 

renegotiation model. This hypothesis points out the three following ideas. 

First, the expected reimbursement at the date t + 1 is higher than the expected 

reimbursement at the date t, that is (R~Ll > (R~t Vte {t0,t1, ... ,tk,···,tn}, with t0 
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corresponding to the period for which the renegotiation is immediate and t. corresponding 
to the period for which the renegotiation is stopped (no solution is found) . In this last case, 
each creditor recovers its indiv idual bid enhanced with the regret to have not invested this 
money between 10 and t •. 

Second, note c,(N), the bid of the la rge coalition at the date t. This bid c,(N) is function 
of the ex pected reimbursement. It is such a : 

The interpretation is that the more time passes the more the regret is hi gh (and so the 
bid ). 

Third, consider that c1(S) ➔ :I>1({i}) VS c N , when t ➔ tn . The interpretation 
ie S 

is that the more time passes toward a date for which no solution wiU be found, the more 
the bid of a coa liti on S will approach the to ta l of individual bids of members of the 
coa litio n S. 

So, consider N = {1,2,3} , as in the previous example, the set of credi tors of the 
dj tressed firm. Also consider that the reorga niza ti on is la ter than in the previous case. 

The new structure of bids which we w ill note c · can be such as 

c • ({l})= c({l})+a:({1}) w ith EE [0,1] . Assume that E=0,2as c({1})=10 

then c • ( {1}) = 12 . We assimilate t: to a given investment rate. 

c • ({2}) = c({2}) + a:({2}) with EE [0,1] . Assume that E = 0,2 ; as c ({2}) = 15 

then c· ({2}) = 18. 

c • ({3}) = c({3}) + a:({3}) with EE [0,1] . Assume tha t E = 0,2 ; as c({3}) = 5 

then c' ({3}) = 6 . 

We alwa ys know, fo ll owi ng the hypothes is 3, that C1 (S) ➔ I c, ({i}) . So, we 

pursue the build ing of c* in the following manner: 

/ ({1,2}) ➔ C • ({1}) + / ({2}) 

tha t is : c*({l,2}) = (c*((ll) - t..)+(/ ({21) - t..) = 11 + 17 = 28 

with A.= 1 which a llow the game uradditivity. 

In the sa me manner 

C • ({1,3}) ➔ C • ({1}) + C • ({3}) 

that is: c" ({l, 3}) =(c'({1}) -J)+ (c"({3}) -J) = 11 + s = 16 

with A.= 1 

In the same manner 

C • ({2,3}) ➔ C • ({2}) + C • ({3}) , 
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w ith A.=1 

1n the sa me manner 

C * ({1}) +c * ({2}) + / ({3}) = 36 

C * ({1}) + C * ({2,3}) = 40 

C * ({2}) + C * ({1,3}) = 34 

c• ({3}) + C * ({1,2}) = 34 

As the game has to be suradditive, we will consider the lower bid . The common bid 
te nds towa rd this value: 34. 

We can have 

- c* ({l,2,3})=((c* ({2})+ c*({l,3})}-,1,}=32 with A.=2 

- c* ({l,2,3})=((c• ({3})+ c• ({l,2})}-,1,}=32 w ith A.=2 

So, we have the fo ll owing new ga me integrating a longer reorga nization delay 

/ ({1}) = 12 , / ({2}) = 18 , c. ({3}) = 6 , c' ({1,2}) = 28 , / ({1,3}) = 16 

C * ({2,3}) = 22 and / ({1,2,3}) = 32 

To calcula te the Shapley value, we begin to determine the credi tors require ments. 

For the creditor 1, we have 

C * ({2,1}) -C * ({2}) = 28 -18 = 10 

C * ({3,1})- c * ({3}) = 16-6 = 10 

C * ({2,3,1})- / ({2,3}) = 32-22 = 10 

For the creditor 2, we have 

- c' ({1,2})- c * ({1}) = 28-12 =16 

- c* ({3,2})- c' ({3})=22-6=16 

- c * ({l,3,2})- c * ({1,3}) = 32-16 = 16 

For the creditor 3, we have 

C * ({1,3})- c * ({1}) = 16-12 = 4 

C * ({2,3})- C * ({2}) = 22 - 18 = 4 

C • ({1,2,3})- c • ({1,2}) = 32-28 = 4 

We obtain the fo llowing table (Table A2): 
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TableA2 
Numerical Example in the Hypothesis of a Late Reorganization 

Coalition composition Creditors' requirements levels: e; Probabilities: 
order {Premutation) P; 
N = {1,2,3} 

(123) 
(231) 
(312) 
(321) 
(213) 
(132) 

• 6 

(1 I (21 (3) 

/((1))-/(0)=12 c"({l,21)- /(i)=16 / al,2,3l)- c*{(l2l)=4 1/6 
c*(ll,2,3))-/!(2,3))=10 * c({2l) -c*.(1) =16 c.({3,2)) -,f(2) =4 1/6 
*c ({3,ll) - ~ (3) = 10 c ..((1,2,31)-c.({l,3}) = 16 c.({31) - c.(0) = 6 1/ 6 

C !(1,2,3})-c.({2,3}) = 10 C Q3,2}) - 'i, ((3}) = 16 * C ({3}) - C ~0) = 6 1/ 6 
c Q2,ll) -c;,({2}) = 10 *c ({21)- c (0) = 18 c (ll,2,3})-c.(l,2) = 4 1/6 

C ({ll) - C (0) = 12 C ((1,2,3})- c (1,3) = 16 C ({3,1}) - C (1) = 4 1/ 6 

q,;(c ) = I p;e; 
i= l 

64 32 
- = - = 10, 667 
6 3 

100 50 
- = - =16,667 

6 3 

28 14 
- = - =4,667 
6 3 

The Shapley value is the vector (17'i(c •), 1P2 (c'),IP3 (c')) such as 

IP1 (c · ) = 32 
= 10,667 < c·({l}) = 12 

3 

1P2 (/) = SQ = 16,667 < C • ({2}) = 18 
3 

1P3 (c• )= 
14 

=4,667<c. ({3})=6 
3 

The incentive cond ition is verified. We have: IP; (c •) < c • ({i}) Vi= 1,2,3 . 
The participation condition is verified if: 

Rr IP; (c.) ~ r1P; (c.) ~ Rr ~ r 

3 

Knowing that :1:> • ({i}) = 36 and c • (N) = 32, the non liquidation condition is such as: 
i=l 

3 

• 3 • I / ( { i}) 36 9 
RF"c (N)~rf,c ({i}) ~RF" ~r 0=1

• ~r-=-r=l,125r =r(1+125%) 
i=l c (N) 32 8 

In this late reorganization case, the equity expected profitability wou ld have to 
exceed 1,125 times the refinancing cost r (remember that, in the previous case, the equity 
expected profitability had to exceed 1,25 times the refi nancing cost). The more the 
renegotiation ex it is de layed, th e more the difference between the equity expected 
profitability and the refinanci ng cost tends towards zero. 

The relation between the non liquidation condition and the leverage ratio leads to two 
s ituations of viability if we follow a non liquida tion strategy: 
A viable and non preca rious non liquida tion s trategy 
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In this late reorga niza tion case, the refinancing cost r is closer to the expected economic 

4 
profitabi lity (in the pre vious case, we had : r ~- RE" = O.BRE" ). The more time passes, 

5 
the more the refinancing cost tends towa rds the expected economic profita bility and the 
more the equity expected profitability RF" is low, lea ding to a n increase in the liquidation 

probability. The ceiling ra te i'max
2 

= 0.889 RE" is hi g he r th a n in the no n late 

reorga niz ation case. 

A viable but precari ous non liquidation s trategy: 

r ~ ,dN) RE' =§_ RE' = 0.889RE' 
~::C"({i}) 9 ,., 

For a given profitability, the fl oor rate rm in 2 = 0 .8 8 9 RE " is higher than the floor 

ra te i'min 1 = 0 ,8 RE ". Re me mbe r that , in th e prev iou s case, we had 

r ~ ~ RE" = 0.8 RE". So, in thi s s ituation, ma na ge rs will have to require a hi g her 

profitability horn employees. Such a requirement could probably not be born on a lo ng 
time by employees, leading to a liquidation. 

Anothe r manner to ex plain differences betwee n the inequality 

8 · n n 4 
r~- RE = 0.889RE and the inequalityr~ - RE" = O.BRE' is that a late 

9 5 
reorganization lead to an enhancement of the refinancing cost. Lenders feel more distrust 
about the distressed firm because of such a delay in the reorganization. So, they decide to 
gran t funds against higher refinancing rates, on average, so as to prevent a default. 

Annexurell 
Synoptic table of the rescue conditions and the bivalent refinancing policy 

TableA3 
Synoptic table 

Coalition composition 
order (permutation) 

Creditors' requirements levels: e; Probabilities: P; 

N = {l,2,3} 

(123) 

(231) 

(312) 

d {l}) - c'(0) =12 d{l, 2})-c·({1})= 16 

c· ((1, 2,3))- c· ({2,3}) = 10 c· ({2}) -c· (0) = 18 

c· ({3, 1}) -c· ({3}) = 10 c· ({1, 2,3}) -c· ({1, 3}) = 16 

d {l, 2, 3))-d{l, 2})=4 1/6 

c'({3, 2}J-d{2}; = 4 1/6 

c'({3})-c'(0)=6 1/6 

(321) d{l,2,3})-d{2,3})=10 c'({3, 2})- c'({3})= 16 c'({3})-c'(0)=6 1/6 

(213) d{2,1})-c'({2})=10 c'((2})-c'(0)=18 c'({l,2, 3}) -c· ({l, 2})=41/6 

(232) d{l})-c'{0)=12 c'((l , 2, 3})-c'({l,3})=16 c'({3,1})-d{1})=4 1/6 

. ' 64 32 ¢,(c )= Ip,e, - = - = 10,667 
,. , 6 3 

28 = 14 = 4 667 
6 3 ' 

Note : Numerical example in the hypothesis of a late reorganization 
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